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Executive Summary 
The Lower John Day Placed-Based Partnership (Work Group) consists of 17 parties1 working 
together over the last five years (2018-2022) to help plan for future instream and out-of-stream 
water needs in the Lower John Day Basin (Basin). This Lower John Day Basin Integrated Water 
Resource Plan (Step 5 Report) as well as the previous three reports, which were used to assemble 
into this final Plan, can be found on our website: https://www.lowerjohndaypbp.com/. In general, the 
planning process examined existing conditions and expected future water needs in the Basin, 
identified critical water resource issues in the Basin, and developed integrated strategies to address 
those critical issues. Consistent with Place-Based planning guidance, the planning process was 
conducted within the framework of existing laws (statutes and rules) and did not consider changes 
to those laws. 

The Basin, like much of the western United States, faces unprecedented pressure on its natural and 
human systems. The region, like much of Oregon, is experiencing rising temperatures, increasing 
incidents and extent of drought, and increased fire frequency. These and other influences are 
preventing instream and out-of-stream water needs from being met. Multi-stakeholder and cross-
agency coordination, and adequate funding, is critical to meet the challenges facing the Basin.2  

This Lower John Day Basin Integrated Water Resource Plan provides recommended strategies for 
addressing critical water resources issues identified by the Work Group, now and into the future, in 
cooperation and coordination with other Basin planning efforts. 

Key findings of the Work Group include: 

 Municipal, industrial, and commercial out-of-stream water demand is not expected to see 
significant increases due to the projected low population growth and existing industrial and 
commercial enterprises. 

 Water is not likely available for new surface water appropriations from July through 
October. Water may be available for appropriation from January through May.  

 Few of the Basin’s tributary streams have instream water rights, and the instream water 
rights that do exist, for the mainstem and some tributaries, do not protect flows sufficient 
to meet all ecological needs. 

 Available flows are insufficient to meet several Water Availability Basins’ (WABs) 
monthly/biweekly water demands, most notably the months from July to October. 

 High water temperature is the most significant water quality issue in the Basin. 

A Strategic Action Plan shown in Chapter 6 provides a roadmap of recommended strategies to 
address the 19 Critical Issues identified by the Work Group. Issues ranked by the group as top 
Critical Issues (top 5) were: 

 Poor riparian habitat 
 Elevated summer stream temperatures and low instream oxygen 

 

1 The parties include government entities and agencies, Native American tribes, industry representatives, and non-
governmental organizations. Some participants were initially active but became inactive over time, while others joined later 
in the process.  

2 Although the planning area was defined to include only the Basin below the confluence of the North Fork John Day 
River, the Work Group recognizes that flows in the lower mainstem John Day River depend heavily on flows from the 
Upper Basin. For example, the Lower Basin produces only 5.6 percent of the total annual surface water yield, despite 
covering 40 percent of the overall John Day Basin.  

https://www.lowerjohndaypbp.com/
https://www.lowerjohndaypbp.com/
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 Insufficient instream flow 
 Storage needs 
 Degraded native plant communities 

Top strategies, which were ranked within general categories and not collectively, included (one for 
each Critical Issue above): 

 Protect, enhance, and/or restore native riparian vegetation 
 Maintain and increase stream flows (to address elevated stream temperatures) 
 Encourage improved irrigation efficiency projects and use of Conserved Water Act (to 

reduce out-of-stream demand through efficiency improvements and to protect a portion of 
water saved instream) 

 Complete a feasibility study to assess potential off-channel water storage projects, including 
(a) potential locations for storage projects and (b) water availability, including consideration 
of all categories of instream flow needs (as recognized in the Step 3 Report). 

 Restore upland function by improving plant communities with juniper removal and planting 
appropriate perennial bunchgrasses, shrubs, and forbs 

The justification for the above findings and recommended actions as well as others found in this Plan 
are made from a multi-year, multi-stakeholder effort committed to seeking public input and 
engagement. Agricultural stakeholders, landowners, conservation groups and local districts, and 
state and federal agencies all participated in identifying the most Critical Issues facing the Lower John 
Day and participated in developing strategies or actions that will help improve conditions. Evidence 
was found from peer reviewed science documented throughout the plan, and support was provided 
from state and federal agency experts and scientists from regional conservation organizations. 
Collectively, the Work Group and the supporting community assembled and analyzed data found in 
the Work Group Reports from Steps 2 to 4 that support a longer list of findings and 
recommendations found in Chapter 5 of this Plan. 

Prior to finalizing and approving the Lower John Day Basin Integrated Water Resource Plan, the 
Work Group will go to public review in fall 2021. Following public review and a process to 
incorporate recommendations, state agencies will then review and comment on the updated draft. 
The Work Group will then work through comments and edits from agency review and provide an 
updated draft to Oregon’s Water Resources Commission in preparation for commission 
presentation in February 2022. 
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Introduction 
Place-Based integrated water resources planning (Place-Based water planning) is a voluntary, locally 
initiated and led effort. The purpose of the Place-Based planning effort is to set a process for a 
balanced representation of water interests to work in partnership with the state to analyze and 
understand and then develop a plan to meet the instream and out-of-stream water supply needs in 
the Lower John Day Basin (Basin). In 2015, the Oregon Water Resources Department (OWRD) 
developed Place-Based Planning Guidelines that provide a framework for planning. OWRD is a 
partner in the Work Group and also provides financial, technical, and planning assistance to the 
Work Group and its subsequent reports and this Lower John Day Basin Integrated Water Resource 
Plan. 

The following planning principles are adapted from the draft Place-Based Planning Guidelines to fit 
the unique circumstances of the Basin and our local planning process and were developed based on 
Work Group discussions. 

 Maintain a locally initiated and led collaborative process. 
 Employ a voluntary, non-regulatory approach in the planning process. 
 Use an inclusive process that strives for a balanced representation of Basin water interests. 
 Utilize an outside facilitator and facilitated processes. 
 Conduct in close partnership with OWRD. 
 Include the most current water resource data and scientific concepts. 
 Address both instream and out-of-stream needs. 
 Cover water quantity, quality, and ecosystem health. 
 Build on and integrate existing studies and plans. 
 Strive for consensus in decision-making. 
 Utilize an open and transparent process that fosters public participation. 
 Adhere to Integrated Water Resources Strategy (IWRS) principles, Place-Based Planning 

Guidelines, and federal, state, and local laws. 

Geographic Scope 
The Basin in north-central Oregon supports 
native aquatic fish species and habitat, small 
rural communities whose economies are 
centered on agriculture and energy 
development, and exceptional recreational, 
historical, and cultural riches. This section 
compiles and summarizes existing plans, 
assessments, and other available information 
to describe the Basin setting. No new data 
were collected for this section. 

The Basin planning area encompasses all of the 
John Day River Basin downstream of the 
confluence of the Upper and North Fork John 
Day Rivers near Kimberly, Oregon. It drains 
an area of 3,149 square miles (over 2 million 
acres). The majority of the Lower John Day 
falls within Gilliam, Wheeler, and Sherman 
Counties, with smaller portions in Morrow, Planning Area 

https://www.oregon.gov/owrd/WRDPublications1/2015_February_Draft_Place_Based_Guidelines.pdf
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Wasco, Jefferson, Crook, and Grant Counties. The Basin is situated in the interior plateau between 
the Blue Mountains to the east and the Cascades Range to the west. The John Day River flow 
originates in the Strawberry Mountains (elevation 9,000 feet) and flows generally westward and then 
northward for approximately 284 miles, discharging into the Columbia River east of Rufus (elevation 
200 feet).  

The climate in the Basin is semi-arid. This large area has highly variable precipitation, land cover, 
elevation, and evapotranspiration (ET). The area has a continental climate, characterized by low 
winter and high summer temperatures, low average annual precipitation, and dry summers. The low 
annual rainfall on the majority of the landscape is characteristic of the Intermountain Region, which 
receives most precipitation (70 to 80 percent) between November and March. Less than 10 percent 
of the annual precipitation falls as rain during July and August, usually from sporadic but violent 
thunderstorms (ODA, 2017). 

 

Most surface water is derived from the upper watersheds of the Basin, primarily in the form of 
melting snow. The North and Middle Forks provide 60 percent of the flow to the main stem 
(NPCC, 2005). Major tributaries of the Lower John Day include Wallace Canyon, Bridge Creek, 
Thirtymile Creek, Butte Creek, Rock Creek, Grass Valley Canyon, Pine Hollow, Bear Creek, Dry 
Creek, Blalock Canyon, and Juniper Creek (ODA, 2017). There are 981 stream miles in the Basin. 
Section 5 of the Step 2 report State of the Basin Report provides further detail on surface flows. 

Plan Organization 
The following Integrated Water Resource Plan (Step 5) is a summary of the Basin’s background and 
findings from the Work Group’s Step 1 (2015 and 2016) through Step 4 (completed in 2021).  

In Chapter 1, the Plan summarizes the Work Group, its members and contributors, governance 
procedures, and public engagement strategy. Chapter 2 characterizes the state of the water 
resources including water rights and the Basin’s water budget and highlights found data gaps in the 
planning area. Chapter 3 summarizes current uses and future water demands. Chapter 4 identifies 
19 Critical Issues and a list of recommended actions and priority subwatersheds (defined using 
OWRD’s WABs). Findings and conclusions for Steps 2 through 4 are found in Chapter 5. And 
finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the implementation plan strategy through a Strategic Action Plan. 

John Day Fossil Bed formation along irrigated fields in Rowe Creek drainage. 

https://c5838359-96d2-4b07-95f3-65e34edaca90.filesusr.com/ugd/5697be_a5e441c608314383a338cb32effb2982.pdf
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Chapter 1: The Planning Process (Step 1) 
 

 

Members of the Work Group break for lunch on a field tour examining fish passage barriers. 

In Chapter 1, the Plan summarizes the Work Group, its members and contributors, governance 
procedures, and public engagement strategy. 
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Field trip to observe Beaver Dam Analogues on Bridge Creek, 2018 
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“ODFW and the Warm Springs tribes 
were critical in better understanding 
our fisheries resource. We believe our 
action plan and our coordinated efforts 
with the JD Partnership puts the Lower 
John Day on solid footing for improving 
existing instream conditions.”  

– Herb Winters, Gilliam County SWCD 
Co-Convener 

 

“Water is the most basic of our needs. Over 
the last five years, the Place Based Planning 
process has worked to develop a plan to 
meet that need for people and our 
environment. The Integrated Water 
Resource and Action Plan encompasses 
the work that began with a locally initiated 
and led effort with close coordination 
between local stakeholders, watershed 
councils, and soil and water conservation 
districts. That effort was quickly expanded 
and made stronger by the involvement of 
a balance of representation from regional 
and statewide interests..”  

– Debbie Bunch, Mid John Day-Bridge 
Creek Watershed Council Co-Convener 
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Governance and Organizational Structure  
In December 2017, the Oregon Water Resources Commission adopted an updated IWRS, a 
framework for better understanding and meeting instream and out-of-stream water needs, including 
water quantity, water quality, and ecosystem needs. The IWRS recommended that OWRD help 
communities undertake a Place-Based approach to integrated water planning. Place-Based integrated 
water resources planning is a voluntary, locally initiated and led effort in which a balanced 
representation of water interests in a Basin, watershed, or groundwater area work in partnership 
with the state to:  

 

OWRD developed Place-Based Planning Guidelines that lay out a five-step process for pursuing 
Place-Based planning efforts. In 2016, OWRD awarded grants to four communities to pilot the 
Place-Based process. The Work Group applied and was officially awarded funding on February 25, 
2016. 

The purpose of the integrated plans is to develop a shared understanding of the water quantity, 
water quality, ecological health, and other conditions in the planning area. This area experiences 
water supply shortages for instream and out-of-stream uses, which are expected to intensify in the 
future.  

Step1
• Build a collaborative and inclusive process

Step2
• Gather information to understand current water 

resources and identify knowledge gaps

Step3
• Examine current and future needs/demands for people, 

economy and environment

Step4
• Identify and prioritize strategic, integrated solutions to 

meet multiple water needs

Step5
• Approve and implement a Place-Based Integrated Water 

Resource Plan

https://www.oregon.gov/OWRD/programs/Planning/IWRS/Pages/default.aspx
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The vision of the Work Group is to help the Basin create the condition for clean, cold water and 
healthy watersheds to provide for local ecosystems, economies, and communities. The mission of 
the Work Group is to restore and maintain the Basin for the ecological, economic, social, and 
cultural well-being of local communities. Our partners and participants have brought a deep 
knowledge of the region, best available science, and cooperative planning and fundraising to more 
actions that establish healthy and resilient native habitats, balanced water use, and working 
landscapes for future generations. 
Lower John Day Place-Based Planning 
participants signed a Declaration of 
Cooperation and the Gilliam County 
SWCD has been the official convener 
and fiscal agent of the Work Group. 
The Mid John Day-Bridge Creek 
Watershed Council has been a co-
convener since June 2016. A 
Declaration of Cooperation for the 
group was signed by 14 partners in 
April 2017 and three additional groups 
signed on later in the planning process.  

  

This Plan helps to implement the State 
of Oregon’s Integrated Water 
Resources Strategy and related policies. 
Under Oregon law, all water belongs to 
the public and is managed in accordance 
with many state and federal laws and 
policies. This planning effort will help 
understand and meet both the water 
needs of our communities, economy, 
and environment consistent with 
existing law and policy and will not 
jeopardize any existing rights to use 
water. 
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Local technical experts from SWCDs, the NRCS, and watershed councils have been working with public and private land managers 
for decades to improve rangelands and riparian areas and increase water availability.  

Public Engagement 
Initial outreach to form the Work Group was based on the suggested stakeholder list from the 
Place-Based Planning Guidelines. Initial meetings were well represented by the conservation 
community that work in the Lower Basin. As the Work Group continued to form, water users 
groups and interests were identified that were missing. The co-convenors looked at broader 
stakeholder groups for additional participation and identified possible representatives. Adding staff 
from three watershed councils and three SWCDs, many of whom are landowners, was a strategy 
used to ensure a more balanced representation of interests in the Work Group. That staff briefed 
the board members throughout the process and each provided feedback when necessary, including 
the identification of Critical Issues and strategies from the Step 3 process. In addition, the group has 
reached out to the public in multiple ways to ensure as many people are informed and involved as 
possible.  

An outreach committee was formed, and an outreach plan was developed early in the process. It 
was recognized that many people may not be able to make the regularly scheduled meetings due to 
work or other responsibilities, so multiple avenues were used to reach people where they were. 
Work Group members presented information on the Place-Based Planning process and progress to 
county court and city council meetings, local agricultural group meetings, and SWCD and watershed 
council boards. A website was developed to serve as a central location to access meeting 
information and group documents, especially the Step Reports. Surveys were developed and 
circulated in a variety of ways to collect feedback and information from members of the public. 
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Cottonwood Canyon public outreach event and Place-Based Planning September 2019 meeting 

Balanced Participation 
Balanced participation in the Place-Based planning was a priority for the Work Group. The co-
conveners, facilitators, and other group members regularly assessed the participant group to ensure 
it was as balanced as possible. If members missed meetings, they were kept informed with monthly 
meeting notices and meeting notes, were sent all the Step draft reports, and were asked to provide 
public comment. The list below outlines the interests that were represented from the distribution 
list. 

 Local governments (cities and counties) 
 Tribal governments 
 Municipal water and wastewater utilities 
 Major industries or employers 
 Agriculture 
 Forestry 
 Self‐supplied water users 
 Conservation/environmental groups 
 Power companies 
 Small businesses 
 Private landowners 
 Special districts (e.g., irrigation, public utilities, flood control, parks/recreation, drainage, 

ports, etc.) 
 State and federal agencies (natural resources and management, business development) 
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Step 1 
The initial outreach as the group formed was primarily to stakeholders identified in the Place-Based 
Planning Guidelines. As outreach for Step 1 (June 2016 to April 2017) continued, the Work Group 
asked/identified which water users or interests were missing. The Work Group looked at broader 
stakeholder groups and then identified possible representatives of those groups and reached out to 
them. 

Included in the Declaration of Cooperation are these statements: 

Diverse Water Interests active in the Lower John Day planning area are invited to participate in the 
planning process as members of the Stakeholder Group by becoming a party to this Declaration. 
Stakeholders that sign the Declaration and fulfill membership requirements will be voting members 
of the Lower John Day water resource Work Group. 

For the purposes of implementing this planning process “Basin Water Interests” will be interpreted 
to mean local governments, tribal governments, utilities, major industries or employers, agriculture 
and forestry groups, conservation groups, special districts, and state and federal agencies that are 
located within, serve, or whose members have interest in the planning area. 

Step 2 
The Work Group met monthly or every other month throughout the Step 2 process (April 2017 to 
January 2019). Meeting notices were sent to an extensive email list and placed in local newspapers. 
The full Draft Step 2 Report was shared with the public for a 30-day public comment period. During 
the public comment period, the Work Group held a meeting for the general public in Condon. 
Copies of the report were available at this meeting, and several Work Group members were 
selected to speak on a panel about the process. More than XX people attended this meeting. After 
comments were incorporated into the final draft of the Step 2 State of the Basin Report, it was 
recirculated to the email list. Hard copies were available at the SWCD offices.  

Step 3 
Throughout the Step 3 process (January 2019 to July 2019), the Work Group met once per month 
in an open public meeting format. Meeting notices were sent to an email list of interested parties 
and to local newspapers. In addition, the Technical Subcommittees met approximately once per 
month and the Outreach Committee presented information about the planning process at 
numerous county commission meetings, city council meetings, agricultural outreach events, and 
agency annual dinners and events. Fieldtrips were also held during the Step 3 period, which included, 
but were not limited to, wastewater treatment plants, fish passage barriers, and restoration and 
beaver dam analog installations. 

The draft report was circulated to the public for a 30-day comment period. During this time, 
members of the Work Group reached out to groups or members of the public, and a public 
meeting was held in Mitchell to present the draft document. In addition to the Mitchell outreach 
meeting, which more than 10 local landowners attended, the Work Group presented at the annual 
SWCD meeting, which also included a presentation with Nick Weber, a Fish Biologist with 
EcoLogical Research, LLC, on their contracted work on instream restoration through beaver dam 
analogs. More than 50 local residents, landowners, agencies, and Work Group members attended 
the dinner meeting. After comments were incorporated into the final draft of the Step 3 Report, 
Water Needs and Vulnerabilities of the Lower John Day Basin, it was recirculated to the email list. 
Hard copies were available at the SWCD offices. 
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Step 4 
Throughout the Step 4 process (July 2019 to May 2021), the Work Group met once per month in 
meetings open to the public at meeting spaces in the Basin. Meetings in April 2020 through May 
2021 were held online through the GoToMeeting platform due to COVID-19 safety protocols. The 
GoToMeeting platform provides a call-in only option to allow those with no or limited internet 
service to attend. Meetings were publicized through newspaper advertisements, radio interviews, 
and on the Lower John Day Place-Based Planning website (https://www.lowerjohndaypbp.com). 
Project progress was presented at several meetings throughout the area. 

The Step 4 Report outlines 19 Critical Issues and 46 strategies that were identified through analysis 
from Steps 2 and 3, as well as public outreach and input received from the landowner community 
and recreation and conservation stakeholders. The Work Group spent time during several meetings 
to collect and prioritize the Critical Issues. Final ranking was achieved through a “dot” voting 
exercise. Strategies to address the Critical Issues were brainstormed during group meetings and 
collected from other stakeholders and members of the public through several survey collections. 
Both paper and electronic surveys were distributed at NRCS, SWCD public meetings, and 
watershed council board meetings and through the website and email distribution. Feedback from 
public surveys was included in the internal process to identify 19 Critical Issues and 46 strategies 
summarized in Chapter 4.  

The Step 4 report was made available for a 30-day public comment period (February 2021). 
Comments have been incorporated into the final report. A separate in-person public meeting was 
not held to present this report due to COVID-19 risks and restrictions. 

Step 5 
Similar outreach as was completed in Steps 1 to 4 has continued for Step 5. Meetings have still been 
conducted virtually.  

Overall Outreach and Diversity Considerations 
The Work Group worked exceptionally hard to be inclusive to underrepresented communities. 
Special outreach and inclusivity actions taken over the course of the planning process included: 

Multilingual material was considered. However, less than 5 percent of the population of 
Wheeler, Gilliam, and Sherman Counties is non-English speaking according to the U.S. Census, so 
this outreach method was rejected as difficult to implement, with low chance of impact. 

Diversity of membership was considered when evaluating participation by those who are making 
decisions. It was determined that the group was adequately diverse and included women and tribal 
representatives (Warm Springs). The Work Group strives to be inclusive but is aware of the lack of 
immigrant agricultural representation. 

Diversity of input methods - Different methods were offered to promote meetings and public 
comment periods of reports including electronic email list serve, hard copy documents provided at 
agency offices, social media promotion, local newspaper advertisements, public message board flyers, 
in-person meetings and, in 2020, phone and GoToMeeting online were made available as our main 
meeting platform. 

Meeting landowners and the public at existing events was an outreach strategy used to gain 
a balance of feedback and ensure the local community was aware of the planning process. The Work 
Group attended and presented (prior to March 2020) on the planning process and progress at 
NRCS local workgroup meetings, SWCD monthly meetings and annual dinners, watershed council 

https://www.lowerjohndaypbp.com/
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monthly and annual meetings, stockgrowers meetings, bull tour, and city council and county court 
meetings.  

Meeting times - Meeting times were selected to help provide opportunities for all people to 
attend, including those with conflicting responsibilities (i.e., evening care of children). Remote 
meetings and Work Groups provided opportunities for participation. The majority of meetings 
began at 10 a.m. Daytime meetings did arise as a barrier for landowners. To mitigate this issue, 
Work Group members attended and provided updates at landowner and watershed council 
meetings noted above. 

The Work Group met monthly through the entirety of the five-year (2018 to 2022) planning 
process. Additionally, the technical subcommittees often met monthly and the Outreach Committee 
presented updates and findings during public review for Steps 2 through 5. Prior to COVID-19, 
outreach was targeted to county commission meetings, city council meetings, agricultural outreach 
events, and agency annual dinners and events. Public outreach since COVID-19 has focused 
primarily on news outlets, public message boards, newspaper advertisements, social media forums, 
and on the Lower John Day Place-Based Planning website (https://www.lowerjohndaypbp.com). 

As a result of COVID-19, the Work Group’s usual in-person meetings held throughout the Basin 
were held online through the GoToMeeting platform, meeting COVID-19 safety protocols. All 
meetings were publicized through newspaper advertisements and on the Lower John Day Place-
Based Planning website (https://www.lowerjohndaypbp.com).  

 

 
Gilliam County SWCD annual dinner, Place-Based Planning Step 3, and beaver dam analog presentations, 2019

https://www.lowerjohndaypbp.com/
https://www.lowerjohndaypbp.com/
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Chapter 2: The Lower John Day’s Water 
Resources (Step 2) 

 

 

John Day scenery 

Chapter 2 describes The State of the Basin. This characterized the state of water resources in the 
Basin and highlighted data gaps. The major sections of the report are summarized below. 

  

https://c5838359-96d2-4b07-95f3-65e34edaca90.filesusr.com/ugd/5697be_a5e441c608314383a338cb32effb2982.pdf
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Basin Overview 
The Basin, defined as the entire Basin downstream from the North Fork John Day River confluence, 
supports native aquatic fish species and habitat, small rural communities whose economy is centered 
on agriculture and energy development, and exceptional recreational, historical, and cultural riches. 
It drains an area of 3,149 square miles, with the mainstem flowing generally westward and then 
northward to the Columbia River near Rufus. The majority of the Basin is in Gilliam, Wheeler, and 
Sherman Counties. Smaller portions are in Morrow, Wasco, Jefferson, Crook, and Grant Counties. 
The Basin has a plateau form, broken by the sinuous valley of the mainstem and its steep-walled 
tributaries. 

 

The John Day Basin harbors the greatest assemblage of fossils from the Age of Mammals. This is the Clarno Unit West of Fossil, 
Oregon, which is a National Park Service managed area of the John Day Fossil Beds National Monument. 

The low annual rainfall on the majority of the landscape is characteristic of the Intermountain 
Region, which receives most precipitation (70 to 80 percent) between November and March. Less 
than 10 percent of the annual precipitation falls as rain during July and August, usually from sporadic 
but violent thunderstorms. Annual rainfall in the Basin as a whole varies from about 8 inches in the 
northeast to about 28 inches in the extreme southeast, higher elevation, forested areas. Most of the 
agricultural areas receive between 10 and 14 inches of precipitation per year. 

Most surface water flow in the mainstem Lower John Day comes from the upper watersheds, 
primarily in the form of melting snow. The John Day is primarily a free-flowing system (no large-
scale dams), with highly variable discharge from peak to low flows. Discharge usually peaks from 
March through June, and seasonal low flows typically occur from August to October. Major 
tributaries of the Lower Basin include Wallace Canyon, Bridge Creek, Thirtymile Creek, Butte 
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Creek, Rock Creek, and Bear Creek. Major aquifers are found in alluvial deposits and in the 
Columbia River Basalt and Clarno/John Day geological units. 

Historical descriptions indicate that the John Day River was once a relatively stable and healthy river 
with natural riverine processes and habitats. However, watershed conditions in the Basin have 
changed significantly over the past 150 years. A myriad of water and land use practices, from mining 
to livestock grazing to riverine habitat degradation to invasive species, have contributed to these 
changes. These disturbances have impaired water quality in hundreds of stream miles, degraded 
riparian corridors and disconnected floodplains, reduced biodiversity and fish populations, and 
changed the structure and function of upland habitats. 

In spite of past human disturbances, the Basin continues to support wild runs of anadromous 
salmonids and a wide assemblage of resident wildlife. In addition, public and private landowners have 
increased awareness of the negative impacts of some land management practices. Current practices 
have been, and continue to be, improved to minimize these impacts while at the same time 
furthering the long-term interests of natural resource industries in the subbasin. 

The John Day still supports the strongest wild 
runs of spring Chinook and summer steelhead 
in the Columbia River drainage, and fall 
Chinook salmon and anadromous Pacific 
lamprey are among other fish species present in 
the Basin. Overall, it is estimated that there are 
27 species of fish, including 17 native species, in 
the Basin. Many fish populations in the Lower 
John Day River have declined significantly from 
historic levels. 

Private ownership is substantial in the Basin. 
Land ownership in the Basin is roughly 
91 percent private and 9 percent federal (approximately 8 percent Bureau of Land Management 
[BLM] and 1 percent Forest Service). Private lands are mostly in agricultural use. There are 
approximately 327 farms and ranches in the Basin. The primary agricultural products in the planning 
area are small grain, pasture and hay, and beef cattle production. While the region still relies on the 
production of food and forest products, the economy has diversified and is predominantly driven by 
agricultural, wind energy, and waste handling. 

More recently, the Basin has worked to become more of a recreation and tourist destination. Many 
small businesses cater to tourists. Hunting, fishing, boating, camping, wildlife observation, 
photography, hiking, swimming, fossil hunting, and scenic viewing on public and eased private lands 
are among the most common recreational activities. 

Water Budgets, Surface Water, and Groundwater 
The Step 2 Report estimates that, of the total amount of precipitation in the Basin, 84 percent is lost 
to ET, 7 percent becomes part of the surface water flow of rivers and streams, and 9 percent goes 
to groundwater. Most of the water, by unit area, is coming from the smaller, southern basins 
(groundwater and surface water). Specific examples include Upper Rock Creek, Thirtymile Creek, 
Butte Creek, Bridge Creek, and Bear Creek. Rock Creek above Wallace Canyon, Bridge Creek 
above West Branch, Thirtymile Creek, Butte Creek, Rock Creek at mouth, and Bear Creek account 
for nearly 60 percent of all mid-summer natural surface outflow. The Lower Basin produces only an 
estimated 5.6 percent of the total annual surface water yield, despite covering 40 percent of the 
overall Basin.  

…of the total amount of precipitation in the 
Basin, 84 percent is lost to ET, 7 percent 
becomes part of the surface water flow of 
rivers and streams, and 9 percent goes to 
groundwater. 
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Pivot irrigation 

The Basin has groundwater in three primary geological formations: the Columbia River Basalt 
Group, the Clarno/John Day Formation, and alluvial deposits. Average annual groundwater recharge 
rates over the Basin were estimated at 0.4 to 0.6 inch/year. 

 

The number of, and water use of, exempt wells in Oregon is largely unknown. Many wells drilled before the 1960s are not even 
registered with the state. 
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Water Storage 
The Step 2 analysis found that roughly one-
quarter of all surface water diversions in the 
Basin are for storage. Of these storage rights, 
the vast majority designate livestock or 
wildlife as the intended use. In terms of 
authorized storage volume, the Upper Rock 
Creek, Muddy Creek, Lower Bridge Creek, 
and Rowe Creek WABs account for more 
than 85 percent of storage in the Basin.  

Water Use 
Water use in the Basin includes withdrawals from surface water and groundwater for irrigation, 
stock watering, domestic and municipal uses, and instream use for fish, wildlife, recreation, and 
maintenance of water quality. More than 77 percent of all certificated groundwater wells are located 
in two subwatersheds, Grass Valley and Lower Rock. (This analysis excludes wells that are exempt 
from water-use permitting requirements, including wells for stock watering and limited domestic 
use.) Surface water consumption in the region is dominated by the large WAB encompassing the 
mainstem John Day River Valley, from Service Creek down to the Columbia River confluence. 

The analysis conducted in Step 2 compared modeled natural streamflow from OWRD's Water 
Availability Reporting Systems with existing consumptive uses and found that from July to October, 
the period when water is generally in greatest demand, there is no available new surface water in 
the Basin. Winter water may still be available for diversion and/or off-channel storage. WABs with 
the greatest amount of available water are Thirtymile, Parrish, Butte, Alder, Kahler, and Shoofly 
Creeks. This analysis does not include instream flow needs beyond those reflected in existing 
instream water rights. 

On average, less than 24 percent of Basin surface water irrigation water rights are estimated to be 
used in mid- to late summer, suggesting that low flows make those rights “unreliable.” However, this 
may also be due in part to on-farm management decisions. 

Permanent instream water rights currently exist for the lower mainstem river and a small subset of 
tributaries. The majority of the lower mainstem river is classified as a State Scenic Waterway and 
also has associated instream flow recommendations (500 cubic feet per second [cfs] from July to 
January, 1,000 cfs in February, and 2,000 cfs from March to June). In general, the mainstem John Day 
instream rights are nearly always met. However, the static amount of those rights (30 and 20 cfs 
year-round) is considerably below the Scenic Waterway flows and the estimated instream flow 
needs of fish. Instream water rights are much less frequently met where they exist on tributary 
streams. 

Altered hydrology is frequently identified as a primary limiting factor for steelhead recovery in the 
Basin. The Lower Basin is characterized by hot, precipitation-free summers and cold, relatively dry 
winters. This natural combination of minimal annual precipitation input and long, warm, dry seasons 
naturally results in conditions that can be problematic for cold-water fish. Coupled with surface 
water withdrawals, summertime conditions in Lower John Day tributary streams can easily become 
inhospitable. 

Recreation is an integral part of the Basin. Data from the BLM and other field guides suggest that 
over the last couple of years, minimum flows needed for canoes, drift boats, kayaks, and rafts are 
not met in the summer peak time (August to October).  

…from July to October, the period when 
water is generally in greatest demand, there 
is no available new surface water in the 
Basin. 

 

https://apps.wrd.state.or.us/apps/wars/wars_display_wa_tables/search_for_WAB.aspx
https://apps.wrd.state.or.us/apps/wars/wars_display_wa_tables/search_for_WAB.aspx
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Winter flows from the North Fork John Day meet the mainstem at Kimberly, Oregon 

Water Quality 
Many streams in the Basin are on the Clean Water Act 303(d) list, particularly for water 
temperature. Temperature, sedimentation, flow modification, and habitat modification are the 
leading causes of impairment. The WABs with impairments and Total Maximum Daily Loads are 
listed in the Step 2 Report. It is estimated that total steelhead-bearing stream miles with water 
temperature conditions less than or equal to 18˚C will reduce by 60 percent from the period 
1993-2011 to the period 2070-2099. WABs with the greatest amount of suitable stream miles under 
future conditions include Upper Rock, Butte, Pine, and the Bridge Creek basin. 

 
Steelhead and salmon in the Basin need clean, cool water to thrive 
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Chapter 3: The Lower John Day’s Current 
Uses and Future Water Demands (Step 3) 

 

 

Cattle thrive in the Basin when water requirements can be met. 

Chapter 3 summarizes the Step 3 Integrated Water Resources Needs and Vulnerabilities Report. 
This report examined current and future water needs in three categories: (1) instream uses; (2) 
agricultural uses; and (3) municipal, domestic, industrial, and commercial uses. The report also 
includes a section on the expected impacts of climate change and discussions on infrastructure 
needs, natural hazards, and man-made obstructions to fish passage. Significant elements of this 
analysis are summarized as follows: 

 

 

https://c5838359-96d2-4b07-95f3-65e34edaca90.filesusr.com/ugd/5697be_147c3734c0b04b55a5db4460ad1794d1.pdf
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Instream Needs 

 

A stream gauge on the South Fork John Day River 

Instream uses of water include recreation such as fishing, boating, and swimming, habitat for fish and 
wildlife, and maintaining water quality (by diluting pollutants and making streams more resilient to 
adverse warming, for example). Instream flows also help create habitat for fish and wildlife and 
maintain a healthy river ecosystem by moving materials such as gravel, sediment, and woody debris 
through the stream system, and by creating and maintaining habitat features such as gravel bars and 
side channels.  

ODFW has identified five categories of instream flows necessary to fully support aquatic life: 
subsistence, base, pulse, bankfull, and overbank flows. Subsistence flows and base flows were 
estimated by ODFW in 1977 for the mainstem river and for approximately 25 percent of its 
tributary basins. In a few tributary basins, subsistence flow needs are protected by instream water 
rights, subject to prior rights. The mainstem Lower John Day River also has instream water rights, 
but the amounts are well below estimated instream flow needs. The Oregon Scenic Waterway Act 
protects a higher rate of flow against new applications for out-of-stream rights.  

Instream flow needs have not been estimated for all categories of environmental flows in the 
mainstem or any tributary basin. Moreover, some tributary basins have no estimates of instream 
flow needs. 
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For its Step 3 Report, the Work Group 
adopted the 1977 ODFW Basin 
Investigation Report as the best available 
estimates of subsistence and base flow 
needs for the mainstem river and the 
tributary streams for which the 
estimates were prepared. To estimate 
total instream flow needs for the 
mainstem river and each tributary 
stream for aquatic life, the group adopted a methodology from academic literature suggesting that, 
for a “moderate level of ecological projection,” actual flows should not vary from estimated natural 
flows by more than 20 percent. As described in the literature, this is a “presumptive” standard to be 
used only when no better estimate of instream flow needs is available.3  

Based on the fish presence data shared by ODFW (ODFW, 2021), close to 80 percent of the WABs 
have fish presence or are used for fish passage and habitat. However, there is not enough 
information to estimate all categories of instream flow needs. The Basin has a total of 230 fish 
passage barriers.  

 

 

3As noted in the Step 3 Report, these are estimates of total instream flow needs to be balanced against other needs, not proposed 
allocations of water. 

…close to 80 percent of the WABs have 
fish presence or are used for fish passage 
and habitat. 
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Fish passage barriers located in the Basin 

The Work Group noted that climate change, and resulting lowering instream flow conditions, are 
likely to exacerbate flow, temperature, and passage issues for fish and wildlife in the planning area. 

The Lower John Day is home to numerous fish species, including some listed under the Endangered 
Species Act or listed as species of concern. The John Day hosts one of the few remaining wild fish 
runs in the Pacific Northwest; summer steelhead and spring Chinook salmon returning for spawning 
contribute to the largest entirely wild run in the mid- and upper Columbia River.  

 

Fish presence and use in the Basin 

In addition to anadromous fisheries, this river section contains prime habitat for smallmouth bass. 
Also present are rainbow trout, Pacific lamprey, bridgelip sucker, and speckled and longnose dace. 

Steelhead spawning surveys have been conducted since 1959 on highly abundant tributaries 
throughout the Basin. The lower mainstem John Day steelhead population is at a moderate risk 
based on current abundance and productivity and is considered to be a maintained population with 
abundance above the minimum 500 (ODFW, 2010, 2019). The steelhead natural origin spawner 
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abundance (NoSA) estimate for the Lower John Day below the South Fork John Day River from 
2000 to 2018 is displayed below. 

 

Lower mainstem John Day summer steelhead NoSA, 2000-2018 (ODFW recovery tracker) 

In addition to the instream flow and passage needs of aquatic life, the Work Group looked at 
instream flow needs for floating the river, which is a popular recreational activity in the Basin. 
Published information on necessary recreation flows for the Basin are not available. However, based 
on interviews with staff at the Service Creek Station, target flows for on-water recreation were 
estimated from the Step 2 Report. The figure below depicts the median daily discharge of the John 
Day River at Service Creek and the suggested minimum flows for various boat types. 

 

Discharge versus recommended recreation flows, John Day River at Service Creek 

Since 1998 there has been a steady increase in boater permits issued for the Lower John Day 
(roughly a 30 percent increase in the past 20 years). In 2017, the BLM recorded more than 28,000 
boater-use-days between Kimberly and Tumwater Falls. According to the BLM, boater use 
correlates positively with instream flow levels. 
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Recreational use of the John Day River has increased significantly in the last decade. The BLM recently instituted a permit system to 
float the lower river. 

Agriculture Needs 
Water use for agriculture in the Basin includes irrigation for commercial crops, hay, grass, orchards, 
and livestock watering.  

Agricultural water use was evaluated using two methods: 1) water rights from OWRD’s Water 
Right Information Search database and 2) ET-based estimate for crop-water use. Comparing the two 
datasets, it was found that the net irrigation demand was 49,000 acre-feet per year (AFY) using 
AgriMet data and 32,000 AFY using the Oregon Crop Water Use and Irrigation Requirements 
dataset (Cuenca, 1992) compared to 90,000 AFY irrigation water rights in the Basin. 
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Irrigated pasture is an important part of livestock production in the Basin. 

Many streams in the planning area are on the Clean Water Act 303(d) list, primarily for water 
temperature. Temperature, sedimentation, flow modification, and habitat modification are the 
leading causes of impairment. Table 3-1 on page 90 of the Step 3 Integrated Water Resources 
Needs and Vulnerabilities Report provides the pollutants of concern in each WAB. Table 3-2 in the 
same report, shown on page 91, provides the number of impairments per pollutant. Insufficient 
agency field staff makes water quality monitoring difficult and oftentimes inadequate. Surface water 
and groundwater are used for irrigation in the Basin. 

 
Wells are expensive to drill and there is very little monitoring of groundwater levels in most basins in Oregon. 

https://c5838359-96d2-4b07-95f3-65e34edaca90.filesusr.com/ugd/5697be_147c3734c0b04b55a5db4460ad1794d1.pdf
https://c5838359-96d2-4b07-95f3-65e34edaca90.filesusr.com/ugd/5697be_147c3734c0b04b55a5db4460ad1794d1.pdf
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Municipal, Domestic, Industrial, and Commercial Needs 
Municipal, domestic, industrial, and commercial water users in the planning area include six public 
water systems, two self-supplied commercial and industrial users, and one quasi-municipal user. 
Some of the municipal water users, such as Lonerock, Mitchell, and Shaniko, have a relatively high 
maximum allowed water use per person compared to other cities, such as Condon, Moro, Grass 
Valley, and Fossil, which have lower gallon per minute (gpm)/person ratios.  

In the Step 3 analysis, each city reported annual water use from 2008 to 2018 from wells, springs, 
and diversion points to calculate average to estimated use. Moro, Condon, and Grass Valley had the 
highest monthly water use in summer when irrigation requirements for landscape, parks, and ball 
fields are greatest. Gallons per capita day (gpcd) demand ranged from 44 gpcd in Shaniko up to 
655 gpcd in Moro. The data also showed the ratio of maximum month use to lowest month use 
ranges widely from as low as 2:1 in Fossil to as much as 19:1 in Mitchell. Most domestic wells for 
single household use are exempt from the requirement to seek a water use permit from OWRD. 
Water use from wells is approximately 1,280,000 gpcd. Annually that would be 467,200,000 gallons 
or 1,434 AF of rural exempt well water use. 

Much of the Lower Basin is sparsely populated, with just 0.9 to 2.2 people per square mile. Small 
towns of 100 to 500 people are the norm. The COVID-19 pandemic has created additional interest 
in people moving to the region. It is anticipated that most of the population concentrations in towns 
will continue to stress local drinking water supplies. 

 
The Cities of Mitchell and Fossil have regularly instituted water use restrictions 

Natural Hazards and Climate Change 
Drought, wildfire, windstorm, flood, and winter storms are all natural hazards that rank high for the 
planning area. Determining whether future demands for water in the Basin can be met is dependent 
on many issues including the severity of climate change and whether conservation and restoration 
measures are implemented. A changing hydrograph is a leading area of concern. 
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Winter flows from the North Fork John Day River regularly produce significant ice 

The Basin monthly hydrograph is characteristic of a snow-dominated basin with peak flows during 
the late spring snowmelt season. By the 2050s, the peak streamflow is projected to shift earlier in 
the spring as warmer temperatures cause the snowpack to melt earlier. In addition, winter 
streamflow is projected to increase due to increased winter precipitation and that precipitation 
falling more as rain than snow.  

The greatest changes in peak streamflow magnitudes are projected to occur at intermediate 
elevations in the Cascade Range and the Blue Mountains (Safeeq et al., 2015). This represents a 
fundamental shift in hydrology, and declining snowpack will likely result in changes in the timing of 
water resources and greater water scarcity at times for multiple water uses, particularly for 
irrigation and instream flows for fish. Changing climate could have a detrimental impact on fish and 
wildlife in the planning area. 
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Projected Percent Changes in Non-Regulated Streamflow 
(2040-2069) vs. Historical 

Columbia River at John Day, OR 

 

Projected percent changes in non-regulated streamflow (2040-2069) compared to historical levels from 1971 to 2000, Climate 
Toolbox, Hegewisch, K.C., Abatzoglou, J.T., and Chegwidden, O., 'Future Streamflows' web tool. NW Climate Toolbox 
(https://climatetoolbox.org/) accessed on 5.17.2019. RCP = representative climate pathway. 

Drought conditions are represented by a low spring snowpack, low summer soil moisture, and low 
summer runoff (Oregon Department of Land Conservation and Development [DLCD], 2019). 
Climate change is expected to result in lower summer streamflow in historically snow-dominated 
basins across the Pacific Northwest as snowpack melts off earlier due to warmer temperatures and 
summer precipitation decreases (Dalton et al., 2017). As Oregon has experience in 2021, droughts 
have far-reaching environmental consequences that include increasing frequency and severity of 
forest insect/crop pest and pathogen outbreaks, expanding invasion of non-native weeds (University 
of Oregon’s Institute for Policy Research and Engagement [UO], 2018), and worsening erosion and 
scouring leading to severe damages to fish habitat (UO, 2019). Drought also has a profound effect 
on these counties because of the counties’ reliance on the local agricultural-based economies; 
drought impacts livestock health, damages crops, and results in reduced yields (UO, 2018). Droughts 
also increase the risk and impact of wildfire, as they leave the landscape dry and prone to ignition 
and low stream flows, which limit water availability for fire suppression. Widely reported by climate 
scientists, the probability of drought was listed as a high hazard probability by both Gilliam and 
Wheeler Counties as reported in the two counties’ recent Multi-Jurisdictional Natural Hazards 
Mitigation Plans (UO, 2018; DLCD, 2019).  

The climate and landscape in Gilliam and Sherman Counties are both conducive to wildfire, and 
these trends are increasing due to a reduction of moisture in vegetative fuels and soils. All 
communities in Gilliam County are within the Wildland Urban Interface area (ODF, 2006), and in 
Sherman County there are several areas within the interface area (UO, 2019). Both counties face 
increasing threats to human life as well as property including agricultural lands, crops, livestock, and 
livestock infrastructure.  
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Wind energy production has found a solid foundation in the Basin 

Over the last several decades, warmer and drier conditions recorded during summer months have 
contributed to an increase in dry fuels, which have enabled more frequent large fires, increased total 
acres burned, and prolonged fire season across the western United States (Dennison et al., 2014; 
Jolly et al., 2015; Westerling, 2016; Williams and Abatzoglou, 2016, in UO, 2018). The lengthening of 
the fire season is largely due to declining mountain snowpack and earlier spring snowmelt 
(Westerling, 2016, in UO, 2018). As shown below, climate change predictions show an increase in 
the frequency of “very high” fire danger days per year on average by nearly 15 days (with a range of 
-6 to +38 days) by the 2050s under the higher emissions scenario compared to the historical 
baseline for Gilliam County (UO, 2018) and by 14 days (with a range of -4 to +37 days) for Wheeler 
County (DLCD, 2019).  
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NorWeST dataset comparing August water temperatures for 1993-2011 and future forecast from year 2070- 2090 

The likelihood of extreme heat and the number of hot days greater than or equal to 90°F are likely 
to increase by 29 days on average in Wheeler County and 33 days for Gilliam County with a range 
of approximately 11 to 39 days by the 2050s (Oregon Climate Change Research Institute [OCCRI], 
2018a and 2018b). Extreme heat, lessening snowpack, and increased frequency and prolonged 
wildfire are all outcomes related to a changing climate. These very real vulnerabilities need to be 
considered in planning for current and future instream and out-of-stream water demands for the 
Basin. 

 
 Land resource management agencies are spending more money every year to fight wildfires in Oregon. 
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Data Gaps and Research Needs from Steps 2 and 3 

 

 

Streamflow data
The Basin has very few streamflow gauges, in part because several stream gauges have been discontinued. There is a need to 
include several additional stream gauges with efficient systems for collecting streamflow data.

Instream flow needs
Base and subsistence flow needs have not been determined for many tributary basins, and the mainstem and tributary basins 
all lack estimates, other than our percent-of-natural-flow estimates as discussed in Step 3, for the full range of flow needs 
(including pulse, bankfull, and overbank flows). Needs include instream flow specialists to conduct work necessary to better 
estimate all instream flow needs.

Groundwater levels and trends
The Basin has only a few groundwater monitoring wells. Because the groundwater is held in multiple layers of multiple 
aquifers that may or may not be connected, these wells cannot provide a complete picture of groundwater conditions or 
trends in the Basin. Needs include numerous additional groundwater monitoring wells, monitoring for different aquifers in 
different locations with efficient systems for collecting data on groundwater levels and trends in groundwater levels, and a 
volunteer network of exempt well owners to improve knowledge.

Water temperature data
Basin-wide stream temperature data are not fully available. Needs include additional temperature loggers to record stream 
temperatures in all tributary basins with efficient systems for collecting measurement data.

Updated evapotranspiration data for crops
The data used in computing ET crop and net irrigation demand are old, and the approach is based on an obsolete assumption 
that precipitation, temperature, and other weather/climate and hydrologic processes do not vary significantly over time or are 
stationary. Need to include updated ET estimates and/or models.

Agricultural water demands 
These demands do not include water use for livestock or excess use beyond certified water rights for storage.

Climate data
There are no AgriMet stations within the Basin. Needs include an AgriMet weather station in the Basin.

Rural exempt well water 
Exempt well water use is approximately 1,434 AF (65 percent) and municipal city use is 764 AF (35 percent). Greater 
understanding of groundwater use and quantification of rural exempt well water use is needed.

Lack of metering
The lack of metering and use reporting on many irrigation water rights poses a challenge to estimating consumptive out-of-
stream uses.

Surveying water right holders 
Survey and outreach to water right holders about knowledge of water conservation opportunities would provide some 
important insights into water use, i.e., how many know that they can expand their irrigated lands utilizing the Allocation of
Conserved Water Program?
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Chapter 4: Critical Water Issues and 
Recommended Strategies for The Lower 
John Day (Step 4) 

 

 

Maintenance and updating of irrigation systems in the Basin will take significant outreach and investment 

Chapter 4 summarizes the Step 4 Integrated Water Strategies Report. The Work Group identified 
19 Critical Issues facing the Basin. For each Critical Issue, the Work Group identified an 
accompanying problem statement, a goal, and “strategies” for addressing the issue. The Work 
Group also ranked the issues using a “dot voting” exercise to prioritize issues in order of 
importance and significance. 

The 19 Critical Issues in order of ranking are shown below. Each issue has an icon next to it to 
indicate which of the four demand groups (instream, agricultural, municipal, and climate) are most 
affected by this Critical Issue. This demonstrates our commitment to balance and integration of all 
strategies and Critical Issues. 

  

https://c5838359-96d2-4b07-95f3-65e34edaca90.filesusr.com/ugd/5697be_068fd8e4a08047a09f08f6b9052673a3.pdf
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Critical Water issues and ranking of Critical Issues 

 
Instream 

 

Agricultural 
 

Municipal 
 

Climate 

 

1. Poor riparian habitat

2. Elevated summer stream temperatures and low instream oxygen

3. Insufficient instream flow

4. Storage needs

5. Degraded native plant communities

6. Insufficient efficient irrigation infrastructure

7. Inadequate gauge data

8. Outdated and insufficient municipal water and wastewater infrastructure

9. Lack of data on condition of groundwater aquifers and interactions between groundwater 
and surface water

10. Fish passage barriers

11. Inadequate diversion data

12. Poor soil health in many of the WABs

13. Simplified stream morphology

14. Inadequate surface water for wildlife

15. Risk of intense or catastrophic wildfire that impacts water quality and quantity

16. Insufficient data on crops, climate, and datasets to support analysis

17. Degraded forest health

18. Erosion and sediment transport/control

19. Rural and domestic well data gaps
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Strategies and Ranking of Strategies by Category 
In addition to ranking Critical Issues and developing strategies to address each Critical Issue, the 
group also ranked strategies within seven general categories that described either the general focus 
of the strategy (e.g., riparian, instream and aquatic; upland management and restoration) or the 
nature of approach (e.g., outreach and education; data collection, monitoring, and feasibility). The list 
below summarizes the five top-ranked strategies, in order of priority, for each of the seven general 
categories. A full list of prioritized strategies is shown in the Step 4 Report. These 47 strategies 
(separated into seven categories) and their relations to the 19 Critical Issues are shown in 
Appendix A - Crosswalk Table. How strategies are integrated and anticipated to improve Critical 
Issues are shown in Appendix B - Strategy Impact Connection Table. It is important to note that not 
all strategies were included in all categories for ranking and that the Work Group did not rank all 
strategies together independent of the Critical Issues that the strategies are intended to address. 

 

The characteristics of East Bologna Creek are common in the Basin, where steelhead utilize spring flows for 
spawning and for rearing even when the majority of the water flows subsurface in the late summer and fall. 
Isolated pools continue to provide cool water that harbors life during the hot and dry seasons. 

The Work Group also cross-referenced all 46 strategies with the 19 Critical Issues shown in a 
separate Strategy Impact Table in the Step 4 Report. The exercise illustrates which strategies are 
likely to address one or more Critical Issues facing instream and out-of-stream water demands.  

Each strategy is integrated with the others to achieve multiple benefits as shown in the crosswalk 
table in Appendix A of the Step 4 Report. The following sections summarize the seven strategy 
groups prioritized by the Work Group. 
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Riparian, Instream, and Aquatic Restoration 
 Maintain and increase stream flows. 
 Protect, enhance, and/or restore native riparian vegetation. 
 Reconnect floodplains (beaver dam analogs, beaver restoration, floodplain restoration, etc.). 
 Protect riparian areas from livestock using fencing and off-stream stock watering systems. 
 Encourage improved irrigation efficiency projects and use of the Conserved Water Act (to 

reduce out-of-stream demand through efficiency improvements and to protect a portion of 
water saved instream). 

 

Bridge Creek has received a lot of monitoring and restoration investment in the last decade. It is recognized as an Intensively 
Monitored system by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 
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Upland Management and Restoration (including Irrigation) 
 Restore upland function by improving plant communities with juniper removal and planting 

appropriate perennial bunchgrasses, shrubs, and forbs. 
 Identify, protect, and restore seeps and springs supplying cool water. 
 Promote best management practices (BMPs) for the capture and safe release of water 

(water and sediment control basins, etc.). 
 Promote mulch tillage, ridge tillage, zone tillage, no till, chemical fallow, and Conservation 

Reserve Program as ways to improve soil health, etc.). 
 Promote good vegetative cover/cover crops. 

 

Uplands in the entire John Day Basin have been invaded by Western Juniper. This invasive native robs the soil of moisture and 
degrades historically desired plant communities. 

Off-channel Storage 
 Complete a feasibility study to assess potential off-channel water storage projects, including 

(a) potential locations for storage projects and (b) water availability, including consideration 
of all categories of instream flow needs (as recognized in the Step 3 Report). 

 Promote BMPs for the capture and safe release of water (water and sediment control 
basins, etc.). 

 Develop off-channel storage projects as suggested by feasibility studies. 

Municipal and Domestic Water 
 Assist cities in creating and/or improving Water System Management Plans and/or Water 

Management and Conservation Plans that identify necessary system improvements. Assess 
whether these plans cover all needed improvements. 
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 Analyze existing groundwater data and conduct a groundwater study in the Basin. 
 Assist entities with public water and wastewater systems in funding and implementing 

infrastructure improvement projects. 
 Support and advocate for increased communication for water conservation in public/ 

municipal water systems and infrastructure needs. 
 Establish, support, and help fund additional groundwater monitoring wells and support 

community groundwater monitoring networks. 

Data Collection, Monitoring, and Feasibility 
 Support maintenance of existing gauges. 
 Complete a feasibility study to assess potential off-channel water storage projects, including 

(a) potential locations for storage projects; (b) water availability, including consideration of 
all categories of instream flow needs (as recognized in the Step 3 Report) and changing 
hydrographs due in part to climate change; (c) instream and out-of-stream needs for water 
from storage; and (d) other costs and benefits. 

 Analyze existing groundwater data and conduct a groundwater study in the Basin. 
 Support installation and maintenance of additional gauges at discontinued and recommended 

new sites. 
 Conduct a process-based hydrologic study including how stream and groundwater flows 

change with land use and future climate change. 

Outreach and Education 
 Conduct outreach to irrigators about more efficient irrigation practices and systems and 

encourage adoption. 
 Encourage improved irrigation efficiency projects and use of the Conserved Water Act (to 

reduce out-of-stream demand through efficiency improvements and to protect a portion of 
water saved instream). 

 Promote utility, state, and federal incentive programs for improving irrigation efficiency. 
 Promote BMPs for the capture and safe release of water (water and sediment control 

basins, etc.). 
 Encourage voluntary leases and transfers of existing water rights to instream use. 

Funding/Policy Options 
 Reconnect floodplains (beaver dam analogs, beaver restoration, floodplain restoration, etc.). 
 Protect, enhance, and/or restore native riparian vegetation. 
 Maintain and increase stream flows. 
 Protect riparian areas from livestock using fencing and off-stream stock watering systems. 
 Restore upland function by improving plant communities with juniper removal and planting 

of appropriate perennial bunchgrasses, shrubs, and forbs. 
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Riparian and upland habitat in the Basin 

Priority WABs 
An evaluation to prioritize WABs for each Critical Issue was completed by a technical 
subcommittee and discussed in monthly meetings. A full list of strategies and accompanying priority 
WABs is provided in Section 3 of the Step 4 Report. 

While prioritization of WABs may vary across Critical Issues and strategies, and while this work 
should be subject to adaptive management principles, the WAB priority analysis suggested the 
following WABs should be recognized as top priorities for restoration, further study, further 
analysis, and funding and investment: 

1. Bridge Creek (above West Branch) 

2. Bridge Creek (mouth) 

3. Butte Creek 

4. Rock Creek (above Wallace Canyon) 

5. Rock Creek (mouth) 
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Chapter 5: The Lower John Day Finding 
and Conclusions 

 

 

Work on Bridge Creek includes the installation of low tech-process based restoration techniques like beaver dam analogs. This work 
has shown the ability to reduce stream temperatures and increase fish numbers while raising adjacent groundwater levels. 

Chapter 5 summarizes the findings and conclusions from the Steps 2 through 4 Reports. It is the 
intent of the Work Group to work collaboratively with the public and elected officials to identify 
water quantity and quality challenges, to work together to identify and prioritize solutions, and to 
work together to leverage funds to implement recommended actions. Findings and conclusions from 
Steps 2 through 4 are summarized below: 

Step 2 
Where is water coming from in the Basin? Most of the water, by unit area, is coming from the 
smaller, southern basins (groundwater and surface water). Specific examples include Upper Rock 
Creek, Thirtymile Creek, Butte Creek, Bridge Creek, and Bear Creek. 

Where is late summer streamflow coming from? Rock Creek above Wallace Canyon, Bridge 
Creek above West Branch, Thirtymile Creek, Butte Creek, Rock Creek at mouth, and Bear Creek 
account for nearly 60 percent of all mid-summer natural surface outflow. There is minimal surface 
water contribution from the Lower Basin between Service Creek and McDonald Ferry (100 to 
200 cfs during high flow periods and during late summer). 
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How significant is the production of water from the Lower Basin? The Lower Basin 
produces only 5.6 percent of the total annual surface water yield, despite covering 40 percent of the 
overall Basin.  

What do different components of the water budget look like? Of the total amount of water 
coming into the Basin, 84 percent is lost to ET, 7 percent goes to surface water, and 9 percent goes 
to groundwater.  

Where are the main consumptive uses?  

Surface water use: Mainstem, Rock Creek, Butte Creek, and Muddy Creek WABs contain 
83 percent of surface water consumption.  

Groundwater use: Some WABs have water right rates greater than the estimated 
groundwater recharge. The Grass Valley Canyon, Scott Canyon, and Lower Rock WABs have 
pumping rates significantly greater than estimated within-basin groundwater production.  

 

There are still many opportunities to upgrade irrigation delivery systems in the Basin. Upgrading old pumps to those with variable 
frequency drives (VFDs) can help landowners save on energy costs and use less water. 

How reliable are water rights in the Basin? When comparing lands with irrigation rights and 
lands actively utilizing the irrigation rights in the mid- to late season, it appears that approximately 
24 percent of the total amount of existing water rights is being used. This is believed to be due to 
limited water availability and may also be due to other factors including on-farm management 
decisions.  
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What are current instream protections? Static instream rights are not consistent with 
ecological needs; only 6 of 31 tributary WABs have instream established targets/rights. 

Is surface water available for future appropriation? Water is not likely available for new 
surface water appropriations from July through October. Water may be available for appropriation 
from January through May.  

What is at risk to future instream use? Available steelhead-bearing stream miles may reduce 
60 percent from 2070 to 2099. Suitable future habitat is most likely available in Upper Rock Creek, 
Butte Creek, Pine Creek, and Bridge Creek.  

 

Cottonwood Canyon State Park in the Lower John Day. 

Step 3 
What are the significant instream and out-of-stream needs in the Basin? Instream demand 
is not met for 50 percent of the WABs from July to October. Only a fraction of the instream flow 
needs for the Basin have been estimated with reliable stream survey methods. Remotely sensed 
vegetation data indicate that on an area-weighted average, places of use are irrigated 48 percent of 
the irrigation season across the Basin. This amounts to 49,000 AFY using AgriMet data and 
32,000 AFY using Cuenca (1992) compared to 90,000 AFY irrigation water rights in the Basin. The 
total municipal and domestic water demand amounts to 2797.3 AFY for 30 WABs.  

What are the risks for future and current fish in the Basin? Available flows are insufficient to 
meet several WABs’ monthly/biweekly water demands, most notably in the months of July to 
October. There also is a need to model additional climate change scenarios. Additionally, changes in 
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hydrograph curves due to loss of and/or earlier snowmelt and increasing summer temperatures will 
increase lethal conditions for fish that depend on cold water.  

What are the risks for future and current fish passage in the Basin? Based on the fish 
presence data shared by ODFW (ODFW, 2021), close to 80 percent of the WABs have fish 
presence or are used for fish passage. A total of 230 fish passage barriers have been identified 
including culverts, dams, and weirs. Current structures currently identified as partially passable 
(some of the time and/or by some fish species) may become impassable in future years due to flow 
reductions, which could increase the number of barriers.  

What are the leading water quality concerns in the Basin? High temperatures, biological 
impairment, and high levels of bacteria are impacting water quality in the Basin. Sedimentation, flow, 
and habitat modification are the leading causes of biological impairment, and fecal coliform is the 
primary bacterial concern. 

 

Fencing to keep cattle off the river near Spray, Oregon 

What are the irrigation methods used throughout the Basin, and how are they 
impacting water demand? Crop irrigation methods varied based on elevation. The most 
commonly used method was found to be non-pivot sprinkle, which for the purposes of this report 
consist of hand lines, wheel lines, and big guns. Greater technological efficiencies for these systems 
should be considered to reduce water use and improve water application on fields and crops (for 
example, utilizing scientific irrigation scheduling and converting sprinkler to pivot and significantly 
reducing flood).  

Will there be future demand change from instream and out-of-stream water use in the 
Basin? Municipal, industrial, and commercial out-of-stream water demands are not expected to see 
significant increases due to the projected low population growth and existing industrial and 
commercial enterprises. Future instream needs are likely to grow as higher summer temperatures 
increase stream temperatures, requiring more flow to moderate temperatures, and as demand for 
out-of-stream uses such as irrigation and livestock watering increases. Moreover, changes in the 
hydrograph and higher summer temperatures will decrease summer flows, potentially creating a 
need to augment summer flows for fish and wildlife.  
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What will be the impacts from climate change? The primary impacts from climate change are 
likely to be reduced snowpack and higher summer air and river temperatures. The reduction of 
snowpack and loss of snowmelt later into the spring will change the hydrograph of the river. Peak 
streamflow will occur earlier in the year due to earlier-than-average warming air temperatures, and 
there will be a steeper drop in the hydrograph as snowmelt dissipates sooner than historical 
averages. Over time, changes in the hydrograph with higher summer temperatures will lead to lower 
summer flows and higher stream temperatures. Drought conditions are predicted to occur more 
frequently, which will result in an increase of dry fuels and risk of large wildfires.  

Step 4 
What are the highest priority issues? Poor riparian habitat, elevated summer stream 
temperatures, low instream oxygen, insufficient instream flow, storage needs, degraded native plant 
communities, insufficient efficient irrigation infrastructure, Inadequate gauge data, outdated and 
insufficient municipal water and wastewater infrastructure, lack of data on condition of groundwater 
aquifers and interactions between groundwater and surface water, and fish passage barriers.  

 

Steelhead can still be caught on the John Day River, but only hatchery strays can be kept. The smallmouth bass fishery is considered 
one of the best in the western United States. 

What strategy or actions appear to address the highest number of Critical Issues? 
Protect riparian areas from livestock using fencing and off-stream stock watering systems, Protect, 
enhance, and/or restore native riparian vegetation, reconnect floodplains (beaver dam analogs, 
beaver restoration, floodplain restoration, etc.), and restore upland function by improving plant 
communities with juniper removal and planting of appropriate perennial bunchgrasses, shrubs, and 
forbs. 
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What are the highest priority basins for restoration? Bridge Creek (above West Branch), 
Bridge Creek (mouth), Butte Creek, Rock Creek (above Wallace Canyon), and Rock Creek 
(mouth). 

 

 WAB prioritization 
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Chapter 6: The Lower John Day’s Plan 
Implementation Strategy (Step 5) 

 

 

Hundreds of old irrigation diversion fish screens have been replaced in the Basin. 

Chapter 6 provides the Strategic Action Plan. The Work Group has finalized and approved three 
plans (Steps 2 through 4). The next step was to compile the analysis and findings to create an 
implementation plan. This was done by the creation of a Strategic Action Plan that synthesizes all the 
Critical Issues, strategies, priority watersheds, partners, funding, metrics, and a timeline. The 
Integrated Water Resource Plan and this implementation guided by the Strategic Action Plan is an 
outcome of the State of Oregon Integrated Water Resource Plan, which lays out guidance and 
guidelines to help communities better understand and meet Oregon’s consumptive and 
environmental water needs. 

Implementation of the Strategic Action Plan is intended to take place over the next 8 years, 2022 to 
2030. Although this Plan and Action Plan are living documents, Appendix C - Strategic Action Plan, 
represents the prioritization of the Critical Issues to be addressed, followed by the strategies or 
actions needed to be undertaken to address each Critical Issue of concern listed with the prioritized 
WABs. Implementation of the Action Plan and monitoring efforts will be coordinated with the John 
Day Basin Partnership. 

https://www.oregon.gov/owrd/WRDPublications1/2017_IWRS_Final.pdf
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The simplified timeline below shows the phasing of the Strategic Action Plan. This phasing 
represents areas of focus for the Work Group; however, strategies in later phases may be 
addressed opportunistically and thus occur sooner if funding or individual stakeholder priorities 
warrant this approach.  

 

The Strategic Action Plan also lists funding sources and resource needs for each of the implementing 
strategies or actions. Funding sources range from federal grant programs such as BLM 
WaterSMART, NRCS programs, and U.S. Geological Survey to Oregon Department of Geology and 
Mineral Industries, OWRD, and Oregon Watershed Enhancement Board grants, and then to more 
local utility and county programs and private foundations. The Oregon legislature in 2021 passed 
extensive funding to expand OWRD staff, Place-Based planning and more than $30 million to 
provide water project grants and loans to evaluate, plan, and develop instream and out-of-stream 
water projects. Despite alarming drought conditions facing most of the state, the Work Group 
believes there are federal and state resources more readily available to address much of the 
implementation strategies outlined in this Plan. 

The Work Group will continue to meet monthly until this Plan integrates public comments and 
recommendations made by the Oregon Water Resources Commission. After this Integrated Water 
Resource Plan is approved in 2022, the Work Group will meet quarterly, formally re-join the John 
Day Partnership, work in coordination with the Partnership to implement the Strategic Action Plan, 
and coordinate the reporting and monitoring metrics with the Partnership's existing protocol.  

Strategic Action Plan 
The Strategic Action Plan includes the following sections for each Critical Issue: 

 Priority WABs 
 Strategies 
 Funding 
 Team Lead 
 Timeline Phase I, II, III 
 Status 
 Implementation Metric: What was done, how much was completed? 
 Effectiveness Monitoring Metric: Did it have primary and secondary impacts in the short and 

then long term? 
 Monitoring/Reporting: Have the actions created healthier or better conditions? 
 Notes on how to implement, measure, monitor, and report 

See Appendix C for the full Strategic Action Plan. 

Steps 1-5

• Begin Step 1 - 2016
• Complete Step 5 - 2022

Phase I

• 2022-2025
• Funding and 10 percent of strategies initiated

Phase II

• 2025-2027
• 50 percent of strategies initiated

Phase III

• 2027-2030
• 100 percent of strategies initiated
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Following is a summary of the 2021-22 Lower John Day Basin Integrated Water Resource Plan 
adoption process and proposed timeline: 

 Public comment of Step 5 (September 2021)  
 Incorporate internal comments 
 Agency review of Step 5 (November 2021) 
 Incorporate agency comments 
 Send Step 5 to OWRD 
 Prepare co-convenors for Oregon Water Resources 

Commission presentation 
 Present to Oregon Water Resources Commission (February 

2022) 
 Incorporate Oregon Water Resources Commission 

comments and finalize all internal and external comments 
 Vote to pass approval of Step 5 (May 2022)    John Day Basin scenery 
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Appendix A - Crosswalk Table 
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Appendix B - Strategy Impact Connection Table 
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